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A Vermonter rambles through the writing field for nearly three-quarters of a
century. During the first part the flow in the field grows a crop of poetry. Then the
course of growing produces a large quantity of messages delivered on Sunday
mornings in a number of Vermont churches. Portion three of the field grows a
limited crop of essays. In the final little corner of the field some small seeds of
Christmas “editorials” from the “Brennan Chronicle” spring up and flourish. For
more specific details, select for reading those portions which appeal to your
interests.
A heart-wrenching but deeply funny and ultimately uplifting story of family, love,
loyalty, and hope--a captivating look at the wonders and absurdities of human life .
. . as only a dog could tell it
Here bestselling author Joyce Rupp offers us the spiritual assurance that God is
always with us, a loving, enduring presence. On encountering God in Scripture she
writes: One word or phrase from Scripture can leap out at me and draw me into
spending time with the whisper of truth calling to me. In this brief moment of
recognition I see that this stirring comes not from my human consciousness but
from a deeper place where Wisdom dwells within me. These beautiful reflections
are filled with hope and abiding faith in Gods presence.
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A gentle metaphor for understanding and processing anxiety and sadness Feelings
come and go like the weather, and crying is like the rain. The words of this gentle
book elaborate this soothing, encouraging theme, while the pictures tell a story of
a little boy tearfully bound for his first day of school in the company of his older
and wiser sister. “Have you ever noticed that after a storm ends, the whole earth
feels like it took a big deep breath? And then we can search for a beautiful
rainbow. It’s the same for you and me. When we relax into our tears, we remember
they have lessons to teach us. They are here to connect us to ourselves, deep
inside. We can learn to express and share our feelings in ways that are safe for
everyone. And then we can look inside for our very own rainbow. Crying is like the
rain.”
Resources for Ritual
Religions of the United States in Practice, Volume 2
Religions of the United States in Practice
Nuns, Feminism, and American Postwar Popular Culture
Rise Up Singing
A Child's Memoir
Intended to nurture self-esteem and strengthen family relationships,
these meditations help families explore harmony, sharing, individuality,
trust, privacy, and tolerance. Each family member is both an individual
and a part of a larger unit. The tensions and joys that can help a family
care for all its members are explored in these meditations that nurture
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family esteem and strengthen family bonds. The readings in Today's Gift
nurture self-esteem by encouraging discussion, self-expression, and
respect. They feature insightful, challenging, and caring quotations from
ancient proverbs, nursery rhymes, and cartoon characters, as well as
important public figures that are familiar to all generations of the family.
Familiar songs that might have been sung around the campfires of our
youth.
From the USA TODAY bestselling author of Sweet Thing and Nowhere But
Here comes a deeply emotional contemporary romance about the second
chances waiting beyond the shattered dreams of youth. When eighteenyear-old Avelina Belo meets a charismatic cowboy the summer before her
senior year of high school, she doesn’t know that accepting his invitation
to dinner will lead to a whirlwind marriage three months later and an
exciting new life on a Montana ranch. She also doesn’t know that, in a
few short years, fate will send everything crashing down around her. A
thousand miles away and fresh out of medical school, Nate Meyers is
poised to become UCLA’s next superstar heart surgeon. His laser focus is
the key to his success, but it’s also his greatest liability. When a routine
surgery ends in disaster, derailing his career, he’s confronted with the
hard truth: there’s no one waiting for him at home, no one to help him
pick up the pieces. Regrouping on his uncle’s Montana ranch, Nate meets
Avelina, a beautiful but mysterious young woman who keeps to herself
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and barely speaks a word. As he discovers the details of her devastating
past, Avelina teaches him more about matters of the heart than he ever
knew before. But can they trust each other enough to put everything on
the line?
Set during the years from 1972 to1976, The Journey Within: A Child's
Memoir, the first book in a healing trilogy, is author Laurie Homan's
honest, painful and moving record of sexual abuse, incest and death.
Written from the perspective of a child, and formatted as a journal, this is
a unique and important work that offers understanding and recovery to
anyone seeking to find inspiration and solace when faced with trauma.
Six-minute reflections on the parables of Jesus
The Bigger Picture
Genesis and Exodus According to Women
After the Rain
A Novel
The Playwrights' Kaleidoscope
Free from the restraints of the structure, convention, and assumptions of realistic drama, these works
show us characters with complex proven identities. Theatre in these works is not a slick metaphor for
illusion. A theater is the mirror of role-playing and stereotyping gay men experience everyday. It reflects
in complex and multinucleate identities of people who have created their affirming persona. These plays
can not solve the problems of heterosexism or AIDS, but it can offer a liberating vision of what it means
to be gay. The works and story line is what the playwright wishes to convey on the audience as a whole
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by helping to cause the audience or reader to be moved with thought provoking means to stir the mind to
think about this side of life. Wesley L. Crane WE ARE ARTISTS IN A VERGE OF A MADCAP
WITH ARTS IN GENERAL Milton Ferreira Verderi Any placetwo people...one speaks, one listensThis
is theatre at its most essential, whither gathered around a campfire to tell stories century ago or gathered
around the electric light of the most modern play house, it is theatre is all its form and beauty.
The story of Anna Dengel, founder of the Society of Catholic Medical Missionaries, known worldwide
as the Medical Mission Sisters, reads like a novel as this twentieth century pioneer time and again
challenges the stereotypes restricting women in religion and society. She was determined to make
professional medical care available to women and children in areas of the world where access to such
services from men was forbidden; and she was equally determined that the institutional Roman Catholic
Church would help facilitate such a mission. She not only lived to see that day. She helped to make it
happen.
In the midst of a severe drought, a mysterious woman drives into town claiming she specializes in
rainsongs.
"I'm singing in the rain,Just singing in the rain.What a glorious feeling.I'm happy again!"Based on the
classic song, this beautifully illustrated picture book celebrates rain and all its fun. Jump in puddles,
raise umbrellas, and dance with joy through the pages of this gorgeous story. Sweet and positive in its
message, with bright, eye-catching art, this book is an uplifting celebrationof rain! ''Singing in the Rain"
is one of the world's best-loved songs and the centrepiece of one of my favourite films. I love the song's
positive message, and the iconic sequence of Gene Kelly dancing in the rain always raises a smile. As
adults we tend to think of rain as an inconvenience rather than thejoyous thing that it is. Next time it
rains, step outside, feel the rain on your face, and give the clouds up above your biggest smile!'
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Third series
A Three-Step Program for Overcoming Depression Through Western Science and Eastern Wisdom
Catalog of Copyright Entries
If You Love
In the Spirit of Jesus

What happens when a Christian woman facing a childless future and a woman seeking
an abortion are waiting to see the same doctor? What if after that "chance" encounter
they are unable to forget each other? What if they find themselves drawn together in
spite of their drastic differences by their surprising similarities? What if they somehow
find the courage to become friends? Rain Dance takes the listener into the hearts of
these two women as they journey closer to the heart of the One who offers hope and
healing.
When their teacher goes missing during an outing, eleven girls grapple with the
aftermath in this haunting, exquisitely told psychological mystery. The Vietnam War
rages overseas, but back at home, in a year that begins with the hanging of one man
and ends with the drowning of another, eleven schoolgirls embrace their own chilling
history when their teacher abruptly goes missing on a field trip. Who was the
mysterious poet they had met in the Garden? What actually happened in the seaside
cave that day? And most important — who can they tell about it? In beautifully
shimmering prose, Ursula Dubosarsky reveals how a single shared experience can
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alter the course of young lives forever. Part gripping thriller, part ethereal tale of
innocence lost, The Golden Day is a poignant study of fear and friendship, and of what
it takes to come of age with courage.
Lyrics and guitar chords for 1200 traditional and modern folk songs.
What can one say about Jesus that would add new insight to a Christian’s
understanding of the man from Galilee? Consider this. The one we call upon to be a
harbinger of peace and an example of justice and mercy is often the reason why people
today continue to divide and exclude. Instead of seeing Jesus as a unifying force for all
Christians everywhere, bigotry and bias expressed in multi-faceted ways in the name of
Jesus stifle the transformative power inherent within our faith traditions. We have
rejected, condemned, killed one another based on our interpretations of the one we call
Prince of Peace. We need a new narrative, one that acknowledges there is more to the
story of Jesus of Nazareth, his life and his mission, than what we profess and proclaim.
Without a more inclusive and compassionate understanding of the one we know as
Jesus, not only churches, but our beloved planet, with all of its inhabitants and nature’s
graced diversity, cannot – will not – survive. Jesus is an example of how we humans
can continue to be a beneficial link in the evolutionary chain. His living spirit – a holy
Spirit – is calling to us all.
The Singer and the Song
Tuna on Toast, Sister Clotildis, UFOs and Other Things I Survived: Growing up in the
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'70s in Portland
A Vermonter's Literary Hodgepodge
The 36-Hour Day
Singing in the Rain
The Journey Within

The 36-Hour Day is the definitive dementia care guide.
""WomanPrayer, WomanSong is a groundbreaking contribution to the
church of our day. While drawing on scripture and affirming God's selfrevelation in Jesus Christ, this exciting book addresses the urgent need
for ritual which incorporates women's experience. Feminine biblical
images of God are recovered; feminine pronouns for God are supplied;
valiant women are remembered; the church year is reinterpreted to
highlight women's experience; and oppression and violence against
women in scripture and society are exposed. I have been searching for
alternatives to hierarchical, coercive, male images of God which are at the
same time faithful to the Christian revelation. I have found a rich resource
here "" --Ruth Duck, Pastor, Professor of Worship, Garrett -Evangelical
Theological Seminary ""With Miriam Therese Winter's WomanPrayer,
WomanSong, the feminist movement in the Christian community goes
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beyond the critique of patriarchal bias in religion and begins a new phase.
Through a new religious encounter with the Mother-spirit of God, a new
religious culture begins to develop that also renews the liberating grace
and power of biblical faith. For the first time the church prays and sings
the ancient story of creation and redemption through women's creative
imagination."" --Rosemary Ruether, author of Women-Church ""By
drawing on tradition to challenge tradition, this book models how a
feminist hermeneutic can revitalize tradition. The preface, liturgies, and
songs reveal a sophisticated theological mind blessed with the gift of
poetic expression."" --Thomas Troeger, Professor of Preaching and Parish
Ministry and Vice President and Dean of Academic Affairs, Iliff School of
Theology Miriam Therese Winter, a Medical Mission Sister, is professor of
liturgy, worship, spirituality, and feminist studies and director of the
Women's Leadership Institute at Hartford Seminary in Connecticut. She is
author of award-winning books and songs, which include WomanWisdom,
WomanWitness, and WomanWord, a trilogy of books on all the women of
the Bible, and the recording Joy Is Like the Rain.
When you read Full Circle: Spiritual Therapy for the Elderly, you’ll discover
a brand new therapeutic approach—spiritual therapy—to treating elderly
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patients with cognitive disorders. This handy guide will assist you in
starting your own renowned spiritually therapeutic program for dementia
patients. Full Circle is a how-to book that will prove you can trigger
emotional responses in an individual or group therapy session using the
right spiritual cues. In the first ten pages of Full Circle, you’ll learn about
the Spiritual Therapy Program and find the answers to general questions
about how and where to establish the program. The remainder of Full
Circle contains 80 thematic lesson plans for use in both group and
individual sessions. The lessons are flexible and organized into lists to
help you formulate the right agenda for individual dementia patients. Full
Circle divides 70 themes into these easily accessible categories: Feelings:
depression, anger, and shame Life Review: aging, children, and change
Sensory: hearing, smell, and touch Special Occasions: Easter,
Thanksgiving, and memories of Christmas Spiritual: forgiveness, heaven,
and peace In addition, Full Circle has expanded units for higher-achieving
seniors. You may also want to use the special notes, poetry, and
quotations that are pinpointed within the appropriate specific theme for
even more startling results. Full Circle's sophisticated approach to therapy
will help you cater to the needs of the cognitively impaired elderly to
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trigger emotional responses and enhance overall quality of life.
Finding and using apt illustrations to enhance a sermon or Bible study is a
fine art. In this book, Forrest Chaffee proves himself a master at this
endeavor. I highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to plumb the
depths of some of the most significant miracles of Jesus. Herbert
Chilstrom Former Presiding Bishop Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America The Gospel of John has a unique function - unlike the synoptic
Gospels, which provide chronological accounts of Jesus' life and ministry,
John weaves the story and words of Jesus around seven miracles that he
calls signs. These signs are the visible evidence that Jesus is the source
of true life. Through his spoken words and healing power, Jesus' inspiring
life force flows outwardly to all who believe in him. This in-depth
exploration of the miracle stories in John's Gospel helps you discover how
to tap in to this powerful life force and become more alive than ever. Each
chapter studies the scripture text of a miracle to identify the quality
associated with it, then offers numerous illustrative examples
demonstrating how this sign or trait can positively influence daily living.
With thought-provoking discussion questions included, More Alive Than
Ever is an excellent resource for small group Bible study or adult Sunday
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school classes. Its convenient illustration index also makes this a rich
source of meaningful metaphors and stories for preaching. But even more,
it's stimulating reading for anyone who wants greater insight into these
marvelous accounts of God's power at work. Chapters include: ? Joy Is
Like The Rain John 2:1-12 ? Trust Is An Umbrella John 4:46-54 ? Hope Can
Be Moving John 5:1-9 ? Bread Is Always Needed John 6:1-14 ? Peace Is
Like A Flowing River John 6:16-21 ? Seeing Is Getting The Mud Out Of
Your Eyes John 9:1-41 ? New Life Is Like A Grain Of Wheat John 11:1-44
This book is a beautiful witness to the possibilities of a deeper and richer
spiritual life. Chaffee opens up for us the spiritual wisdom of John's
Gospel in understandable simplicity. Jerry L. Schmalenberger Former
President Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary Forrest Chaffee has an
amazing gift of using stories and illustrations to help his readers discover
what he is attempting to say. Laypersons will find this text to be very
interesting and easy to read and understand. Chaffee takes the signs of
Jesus and brings them down to very practical and earthy applications of
everyday life. (from the Foreword) Paul M. Werger Bishop Emeritus,
Southeastern Iowa Synod Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Forrest
Chaffee opens up the signs of John's Gospel to us as he also opens up his
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own life and experiences for us to behold. Pastors and laypersons alike
will enjoy his rich storytelling abilities. This engaging work, deeply rooted
in a faithful pastor's heart, is a resource that will surely help others grow in
their faith - and become more alive than ever Daniel Solomon Senior
Pastor, Augustana Lutheran Church Boone, Iowa In its sensitivity and
simplicity, Forrest Chaffee's pastoral style penetrates to the heart of the
Fourth Gospel's theology, which is the sacramental nature of all life. Both
the Evangelist and Pastor Chaffee encourage readers to find God in the
immediacy of daily existence. Edward W. Amend Emeritus Professor of
Religion and Humanities University of Northern Iowa Forrest Chaffee
served for over 40 years as the pastor of Lutheran congregations in
Minnesota and Iowa. He has taught Old Testament, New Testament, and
church history at Gustavus Adolphus College.
Today's Gift
Singing Down the Rain
More Alive Than Ever
A Book of Grace-filled Days
WomanPrayer WomanSong
God's Enduring Presence
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Religions of the United States in Practice is a rich anthology of primary sources with accompanying
essays that examines religious behavior in America. From praying in an early American synagogue to
performing Mormon healing rituals to debating cremation, Volume 2 explores faith through action in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The documents and essays consider the religious practices of average
people--praying, singing, healing, teaching, imagining, and persuading. Some documents are formal
liturgies while other texts describe more spontaneous religious actions. Because religious practices also
take place in the imagination, dreams, visions, and fictional accounts are also included. Accompanying
each primary document is an essay that sets the religious practice in its historical and theological
context--making this volume ideal for classroom use and accessible to any reader. The introductory
essays explain the various meanings of religious practices as lived out in churches and synagogues, in
parlors and fields, beside rivers, on lecture platforms, and in the streets. Religions of the United States in
Practice offers a sampling of religious perspectives in order to approximate the living texture of popular
religious thought and practice in the United States. The history of religion in America is more than the
story of institutions and famous people. This anthology presents a more nuanced story composed of the
everyday actions and thoughts of lay men and women.
If Genesis and Exodus had been written by a woman, what would they be like? Re-imagined from a
woman's perspective, these familiar events delight the imagination and stir the soul in refreshing new
ways. Miriam Therese Winter retells our ancient myths of Creation, the Garden, and the Flood, and
chronicles the adventures of the remarkable women of Genesis and Exodus: Sarah and Hagar, Rebekah,
Leah, Rachel, Miriam, and many more. According to the author, she is presenting us with an ancient
manuscript that was written long ago by one of the many wives of Solomon. This woman writer, named
Noah, feared the loss of women's perspective as written records began replacing oral traditions. She
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wrote these Chronicles to offer another side to the story of our shared myths and memories. The
Chronicles of Noah and Her Sisters is wonderful spiritual reading, and a must for all women - and men concerned about handing on the essentials of faith to their daughters and granddaughters.
This Little White Book is meant to help you enjoy six minutes a day in prayer during these next 50 days
of the Easter season. The key is the right-hand page. On that page each day (except Sundays) we’ll walk
through the parables of Jesus.
This book is an exciting opportunity for exercising individual thought based upon humanity's search for
a significant role in the ongoing drama of a much better world. It is a challenge to all of humanity of
every race and culture, every religious faith, and to those who possess an avid religion of no religion, the
pure atheist. Throughout the book, the author proclaims the dignity of the human creature as he seeks his
destiny. It reflects a destiny that exists beyond all human comprehension, and is not to be restricted by
any religion, especially Christianity. The author suggests that the most tragic happening for the Christian
faith is that it has been categorized as "just another religion." The central theme of the book is that there
is an awesomely bigger picture for the success of human life, and we are a precise part of its unfolding
as humans, with the gifts of a reasoning mind, and a delicate inner spirit, searching for meaning and
destiny. The book suggests that the ultimate destiny and goal is the ultimate perfection of human nature;
his character and his behavior. This lies at the heart of all searching minds, and spirits, as they are driven
to a discovery or destiny. Contained in Paul's letter to the Corinthians in the first century is his
observation that "the human eye has never seen, or the ear heard; nor has there entered into the mind of
any man, what it is that God has prepared for those who love Him." This book affirms that God is, and
that God possesses the true blueprint for the perfection of human nature. Our human destiny is
dependent upon our relationship to the Master Creator and our cooperation with Him. This is a crucial
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ingredient of all religions, and for all human beings who can recognize that God has created the human
creature in His own image of a mind and spirit capable of communication with Him. This book does not
attempt to identify the realistic facts of what the "bigger picture" is like. It only challenges us to realize
that there is a "bigger picture," and we humans must participate in the development of it. We can only
use our God-given minds and our spirits to cooperate with God in the attainment of a perfect humanity
in a perfect new world. The book is designed as a "thinking" and "pondering" opportunity. It consists of
nine chapters containing commentaries on the meaning of life, followed by thought- provoking sermons
preached many years ago, but are currently challenging with a great depth of thought that enables the
reader to ponder and consider and experience what it is that is happening to us as a part of the drama of
world history, and cosmic exploration. The Christian event is vital to our thinking exploration because it
was a happening that revealed the simple but essential fact that we humans are a part of a dramatic
movement of life that involves the entire panorama of the cosmic universe. The book is full of
affirmations that we humans are a part of a much more significant existence than we realize. Chapter
titles reflect the insightful progress of the book: Chapter 1 "The Prelude"; Chapter II "The Glory of
Life"; Chapter III "The Vital Truth That Eludes Us"; Chapter IV "Life is Utterly Amazing"; Chapter V
"What is Really Going On?"; Chapter VI "Faith Is Vital"; Chapter VII "When Hope Comes Alive";
Chapter Vifi "Love Is Like a Miracle"; and Chapter IX "Your Ultimate Goal." The fmal statement of the
author reflects his common-sense analysis of human life. He states that "There is no such thing as
perfection in this life, but ultimately in 'God's Bigger Picture' there will be!" It is God's goal for His
human creation--you and me.
Spiritual Therapy for the Elderly
Spirit of Singing
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Songs for Building Community
Melody-text Collection
The Golden Day
The Chronicles of Noah and Her Sisters
This annually popular book provides daily inspiration in the form of meditations and Scripture
readings that follow the lectionary readings of the Church year. Each page is a portal to God's
grace-filled presence in the midst of our busy lives. 2010: A Book of Grace-Filled Days by Alice
Camille begins with the start of the Church year in Advent 2009 and continues through the
calendar year 2010. The daily inspirations found here take note of major feast days, especially
significant saints' commemorations, solemnities, and holidays.
Full Circle is a how-to book that will prove you can trigger emotional responses in an individual
or group therapy session using the right spiritual cues. You'll learn about the Spiritual Therapy
Program and find the answers to general questions about how and where to establish the
program. Full Circle also contains 80 thematic lesson plans for use in both group and individual
sessions. The lessons are flexible and organized into lists to help you formulate the right
agenda for individual dementia patients. In addition, Full Circle has expanded units for higher
achieving seniors. You may also want to use the special notes, poetry, and quotations that are
pinpointed within the appropriate specific theme for even more startling results. Full Circle's
sophisticated approach to therapy will help you cater to the needs of the cognitively impaired
elderly to trigger emotional responses and enhance overall quality of life.
In After the Rain, celebrated self-care storyteller Alexandra Elle delivers 15 lessons on how to
overcome obstacles, build confidence, and cultivate abundance. Part memoir and part guide,
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Elle shares stirring stories from her own remarkable journey from self-doubt to self-love. This
soulful collection is filled with illuminating reflections on loss, fear, bravery, healing, love,
acceptance, and more. • Readers follow along her journey as she transforms challenging
experiences—a difficult childhood, painful romantic relationships, and single parenting as a
young mom—into fuel for her career as a successful entrepreneur and author driven by
purpose and pasion • Filled with Elle's signature candor and warmth • Includes empowering
affirmations and meditations for readers to practice in their own lives After the Rain is a soulful
guide to help you embrace all the beauty, love, and opportunity life has to offer. • Presented in
luminous package with a foil case and gold accents • A beautiful gift for anyone on the path to
self-discovery, and an uplifting reminder that there is always sunshine after the rain • Perfect
for the friend who loves meditating, self-care, journaling, or seeking personal transformation
and empowerment • Great for those who loved Present Over Perfect by Shauna Niequist, 100
Days to Brave by Annie F. Downs, and anything written by Bren Brown, Rupi Kaur, Rachel
Hollis, and Elizabeth Gilbert
From "The Nun's Story" to "The Flying Nun" to "The Singing Nun," nuns were a major
presence in the mainstream media. Sullivan discusses these images in the context of the
period's seemingly unlimited potential for social change.
The Little White Book for Easter 2022
An Autobiography of the Spirit
Peace and Joy in My Real World
The Art of Racing in the Rain
Rain Dance
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Full Circle
An artist s account of how she found deeper joys in God s words,
rather than the pleasures of her own works. She still finds assuring
peace and grace in the midst of troubles, sufferings, and sorrows in
life. What matters most in life? THIS IS HER TESTIMONY
A two-part anthology of documents and essays examines a wide range of
religious behavior in Americaù from praying, singing, and teaching to
dreams and fictional writingsùsetting each within its historical
context and covering in the second volume the twentieth century.
Reprint.
The classic book that New York Times bestselling author Dr. Larry
Dossey called “a valuable guide for anyone wishing to find greater
exuberance and fulfillment in their life,” The Chemistry of Joy
offers a unique blend of Western science and Eastern philosophy to
show you how to treat depression more naturally and effectively, and
what you can do TODAY to create a happier, more fulfilling life for
yourself. The Chemistry of Joy presents Dr. Emmons’s natural approach
to depression—supplemented with medication if necessary—combining the
best of Western medicine and Eastern teaching to create your body’s
own biochemistry of joy. Integrating Western brain chemistry, natural
and Ayurvedic medicine, Buddhist psychology, and his own joyful heart
techniques, Dr. Emmons creates a practical program for each of the
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three types of depression: anxious depression, agitated depression,
and sluggish depression. The Chemistry of Joy helps you to identify
which type of depression you are experiencing and provides a specific
diet and exercise plan to address it, as well as nutritional
supplements and “psychology of mindfulness” exercises that can
restore your body’s natural balance and energy. This flexible
approach creates newfound joy for those whose lives have been touched
by depression—and pathways for all who seek to actively improve their
emotional lives.
2010
Crying is Like the Rain: A Story of Mindfulness and Feelings
Quaker Life
Visual Habits
Strength for the Spiritual Journey
The Chemistry of Joy
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